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Figure 1. The share of off-spec VLSFO and HSFO tests

In the previous articles we looked into how bunker buyers unknowingly
pay more for the fuel bought, either by buying fuel with a low energy
content or by suffering losses due to density short-lifts. However, the
total cost of fuel is also influenced by the additional charges and fees,
which vary significantly by port and often between suppliers in the same
port. Additional costs are generally known at the point of enquiry
however these are sometimes overlooked when planning or buying
bunkers, resulting in overpayments.

Additional fess can significantly add to stem cost

A sample of over 6,000 stems globally covering the first half of 2021 has
been analysed of which over 30% were found to contain some sort of
additional fee.
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These fees typically include
barging, port charges and
dues, various taxes and
surcharges, among others
(Figure 1). On average, among
the stems with additional fees
the cost of the fuel itself
contributes around 92% to the
total stem value, however this
varies dramatically by stem.

Knowing where additional
costs can hit hard is critical to
buying bunkers competitively,
particularly when it comes to
the barging fees as these on
average represent over 5%
being by far the largest
contributor of all non-fuel
related costs.

Depending on the port, barging fees are often charged on a tiered basis
with the lumpsum charges for up to a certain quantity and a $/mt charge
for the quantities above.

In a number of ports in Americas different suppliers charge different
barging fees (example New York), which makes it even more difficult for
a bunker buyer to calculate the true cost of bunkers and compare
suppliers between themselves. The problem is compounded by
additional fees and taxes that are often chargeable as a percentage of
the total stem value.

Additional fees in the bunker industry ironically remind of the fee
structure when ordering a takeaway delivery online.
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To what otherwise looks like a cheap meal one needs to pay extra for a
side, the platform then charges delivery and service fees, and because
demand is high it gives an option to pay extra for prioritised delivery. In
the end, what initially looked like a good value lunch becomes a relatively
expensive meal overall.

Watch out for extra fees in North America, Med and Red Sea

Figure 2 shows the share of stems with additional costs in the key global
ports as well as the share of additional costs in the average stem value.
This may vary depending on the data sample given that additional costs
often include a single lumpsum element which is less felt for larger
quantity stems, however the map shown should still be representative.

On Figure 2, the green circles are for ports where less than one in three
stems come with additional fees. Yellow circles are for ports where
between one and two in three stems have additional fees applied, while
in red ports additional fees are charged onmost occasions. The larger the
circle the higher the proportion of additional fees in a stem hence the
larger red circles are of the most interest. These can typically be found in
North and Central America as well as around Mediterranean and Red
seas. Although some green ports have rather large circles meaning a
small proportion of stems have high additional fees, these aremostly due
to the smaller sized stemswhich are invariably charged for barging, while
their larger quantity counterparts are not.
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Similarly, in the bunker industry additional fees can easily make what
looks like a competitive price quoted by a supplier into a rather expensive
quotation overall, particularly when quotes from different ports are
compared.
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In the current market
environment HSFO can often be
found offered at competitive
prices in Panama, often a few
dollars below Houston, however
assuming that both ports are
priced equally buying 1,000mt of
HSFO turns to be more expensive
in Panama, given the additional
fee structure whereby the owner
will overpay just under $3,000 for
the stem. This calculation does not
include any agency fees for
Panama or out of port charges in
Houston.

While some ports have red circles, these can also be due to the addition
of the non-barging fees. Port fees and agent costs can often be packaged
with the fuel (example Lisbon) and almost as often be paid as part of
voyage expenses (example Gibraltar). These costs, however, apply in any
case and can hardly be avoided although running a fair comparison by
either including (preferably for bunker only calls) or excluding them is
nevertheless important.

Detailed costs calculations are key

Figure 3 shows an example of bunker planning between Houston and
Panama. Please note this examplemay not always be representative and
depends on the market conditions, however the main point is to show
the importance of calculating the total bunkering cost, including
barging and other fees and how these may influence the end result.
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However, due to the structure of
the fees, Panama will not always
be the expensive port of the two.
Figure 4 shows the sensitivity
chart which illustrates that
Panama is the cheaper port for
quantities up to around 700mt
and over 2,000mt.

While in this case the monetary
difference may be relatively small,
it can add up significantly over the
course of a year or for a fleet of
vessels.

The differences can also vary if bunkering is considered in ports with a
different structure of additional fees or with no fees at all – this could be
for a voyage whereby Suez is compared with Malta or a voyage where
Piraeus is competing with Istanbul, among others.
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Overall, additional costs including barging can significantly alter the
economics of buying fuel from a supplier or a port and taking this into
account, together with calorific value, density short-lifts and overall fuel
quality should yield a good benefit for the bunker buyer.
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